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A significant amount of event and machine data is generated by applications, the 
OS and network, security software, client devices, the Internet of Things (IoT), and 
other technologies. Monitoring and analyzing machine data can help organizations 
solve many problems, like analyzing web traffic, understanding customer behavior, 
streamlining financial analysis, improving customer experience, and more.
But machine data is complex, and most companies collect more data than they can 
integrate or use in decision making; this underutilized data is often called dark data. 
A Mordor Intelligence study reveals that the dark data analytics market is expected 
to realize 21.7 percent compounded annual growth from 2021 through 2026.1 This 
means IT has huge blind spots that are only getting bigger.

Splunk quickly delivers business insights by 
enabling organizations to collect data, develop 
data models, and generate dashboards.  
Splunk Enterprise running on Intel technology 
can play a transformational role when dealing 
with dark data.
• Continuous Threat Remediation - 

Splunk can identify potential incidents, 
compromised systems, or both by 
monitoring for vulnerabilities that can 
lead to breaches. Splunk can find threats, 
determine security posture, and report on 
compliance through continuous monitoring. 

• Faster and Smarter Insights - Splunk provides 
real-time insights across the application 
development cycle and allows you to add new 
use cases quickly by deploying new indexers 
and search heads in minutes.2 Simplify the 
data-harnessing process with 3rd Generation 
Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors for Splunk 
deployments and use the new Intel® Crypto 
Acceleration to improve secure communications 
performance between Splunk indexers, 
forwarders, and search head.

• Easy Management - Splunk’s fully managed 
PaaS solution enables organizations to focus on 
their business and not on their infrastructure. 
Splunk Operator for Kubernetes makes it easy 
to deploy Splunk Enterprise on the Kubernetes 
platform. Scale without barriers, automate 
workflows, and streamline management of 
Splunk deployments.
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• Lower Costs - Shrink your infrastructure 
footprint and significantly lower TCO by 
disaggregating compute and storage, 
allowing each to scale independently as 
future demands dictate. This prevents 
underutilization of resources and allows more 
flexibility when upgrading the infrastructure 
components of a Splunk platform. Splunk’s 
flexible consumption model allows you to 
only pay for what you use, providing rapid 
scalability with no up-front outlay.

• Efficient Storage - Leverage Splunk 
SmartStore to efficiently balance hot cache 
and S3 object storage for exabyte scale of  
cold data. 



Why Intel for Splunk

1 Dark Analytics Market – Growth, Trends, COVID-19 Impact, and Forecasts 
(2021 – 2026), mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/dark-analytics-
market
2 See [108] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. Results may vary. 
3 See [110] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. Results may vary.
4 See [111] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. Results may vary.
5 See [124] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. Results may vary.
6 See [112] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. Results may vary.
7 See [109] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config. Results may vary.
8 https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/analytics/high-performance-

data-analytics-with-splunk.html
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Corporation. Intel, the Intel logo, and other Intel marks are trademarks 
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claimed as the property of others.

Fast Answers
Splunk releases event and machine data 
from its silos and doesn’t require the data 
to be formatted before asking questions. 
This Intel-optimized solution can provide 
better indexing and search performance.8
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Gen over Gen Performance  
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Smooth Scaling
Splunk’s aggregate indexing rate and the 
number of searches scales almost linearly 
to accommodate more users and data as 
your business demands grow. 

The architectural enhancements in 3rd Generation  
Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors make them optimal for ingesting 
and analyzing massive quantities of real-time machine data.

Intel® 3D NAND SSDs provide a six-fold throughput increase  
and Intel® Optane™ SSDs provide lower latency, faster random-read 
performance, and enhanced endurance.8

Intel® Ethernet 800 Series Network controllers and adapters offers 
10 to 200GbE, enabling higher throughput and agility to deliver 
services efficiently and cost-effectively. Intel® Optane™ SSDs and 
NVMes deliver low latency and high throughput to help remove 
storage bottlenecks.

Want More
Information?

Simplified Deployment
Architects and engineers from Splunk and Intel worked together to develop a 
reference configuration and benchmark its performance and scalability.  
These recommendations can help organizations scale their Splunk deployments 
and get optimal performance for different use cases with increased ease.

Intel and Splunk created a 
containerized solution running 
on verified hardware and 
software, streamlining your 
purchase and deployment.
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Resources
Modernizing Splunk Platforms with 
VAST Data 
Intel® Select Solutions

What are Intel® Select Solutions?
Workload-optimized configurations designed 
to minimize the challenges of infrastructure 
evaluation and deployment. These solutions 
are benchmark-tested and verified by Intel for 
performance and reliability.
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